
 
TMI PROJECT MANAGEMENT  

works with other organizations to formulate and execute ways to carry out project work they no longer 
have the time or manpower to manage internally.  

 

TMI Project Management  
forms one of FOUR categories of TMI business activities or services...  

small business "Project Management", "Quality Assurance (QA)", "Consulting" and  
"Transformation"  

services.  

http://www.TMI-America.com/TMI/TMI-Transform.htm  

Being a small business ourselves, TMI Project Management knows how to operate on a budget and how to get 
results without losing an arm and a leg in the process. We specialize in small to medium size projects that might 

only take one or two "Project Managers" to get the job done. And we scale our rates based on our customer's 
needs and the complexity of the task(s) at hand. "TMI Project Managers" work outside the box to seek out and 
engage specialists to meet your needs, as required by your project scope. We do the planning, leg work and 

supervise your project team, or the team we form for you, to get the job done, on time and under budget.  

"TMI QA Engineers" apply their skills helping businesses of all sizes improve their products, services and web 
presence. "TMI QA Engineers" work with business managers through our "ghost customer" program to help sort 

out better ways to provide excellent customer care and services. Likewise, "TMI QA Engineers" work with 
business IT departments or contracted web designers to find and eliminate web site bugs, glitches, and errors 
that turn off web browsing customers and lose business. The goal of these unique program offerings is to gain 
more business and assure your web presence is as effective as possible. "TMI" helps you get rid of the bugs 

that bug your potential customers.  

"TMI Consultants" work with individuals to help them set up and operate new businesses by guiding them 
through the steps needed to get the ball rolling and to continue performing without a hitch. "TMI Consultants" will 
also help you find solutions to your problems and recommend many options to put you on the road to success. 

They are known for thinking out of the box and developing creative solutions to all your problems, both business 
and personal. If you are having problems, from financial to procedural, sit down with a "TMI Consultant" today 

and get back on the right track.  

One of our goals is to also help others who are running small businesses convert into a corporation business 
structure in order to leverage off of the advantages this business structure brings to the table. We hold one-on-
one and small group workshops designed to explain what we do, why we do it and how we can assist others by  

"Transforming"  
them, using our TMI Project Management processes and services, into a more diverse business structure while 

saving them money in both the short and long run.  

Please contact us for more information on any of these services or if you have any ideas or projects that 
you think TMI might be interested in working on with/for you.  

 


